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Abstract

Biomedical Named Entity Recognition (BM-
NER) is one of the most important tasks in the
field of biomedical text mining. Most work
so far on this task has not focused on identi-
fication of discontinuous and overlapping en-
tities, even though they are present in signifi-
cant fractions in real-life biomedical datasets.
In this paper, we introduce a novel annotation
schema to capture complex entities, and ex-
plore the effects of distant supervision on our
deep-learning sequence labelling model. For
BMNER task, our annotation schema outper-
forms other BIO-based annotation schemes on
the same model. We also achieve higher F1-
scores than state-of-the-art models on multiple
corpora without fine-tuning embeddings, high-
lighting the efficacy of neural feature extraction
using our model.

1 Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER) consists of

identification and classification of named entities
in text. Biomedical NER (BMNER) is a crucial
problem in healthcare as it is the initial step in
solving various tasks, such as relation extraction,
semantic role labeling, and clinical decision mak-
ing (De Bruijn and Martin, 2002)(Hanisch et al.,
2003). As compared to NER in other domains, BM-
NER is a difficult task as labelled data in biomed-
ical domain is less in amount and expensive to
obtain, and it requires identification of complex
entities that are not common in other domains (Dai,
2018). Recently, deep learning approaches using
large unstructured data, such as Bi-LSTM with
CRF (Li et al., 2018) and BERT (Symeonidou et al.,
2019)(Yu et al., 2019) models have been used to
obtain state-of-the-art results on BMNER.

The most common annotation scheme for NER
is BIO tagging, where B is for Beginning of entity,
I for Inside of entity, and O for Outside of entity. A

major assumption of BIO tagging is that an entity
is composed of continuous and non-overlapping
tokens. As complex entities that defy these assump-
tions frequently occur in biomedical records, a new
scheme is needed to capture them. For this purpose,
BIOHD (Tang et al., 2013) was introduced to rep-
resent discontinuous entities that may overlap with
four new tags : (BH,IH) as shared head tags and
(BD,ID) as non-shared non-head tags. However,
this scheme fails to capture discontinuous entities
that have more than two spans. In this paper, we
propose a novel annotation schema BIODT that
overcomes this limitation of BIOHD. Our schema
includes shared non-head tags and non-shared head
tags, and hence captures entities with more than
two spans, which BIOHD fails to do.

Distant supervision is a method to generate la-
belled data from unlabelled data using existing
knowledge (Mintz et al., 2009) that is particularly
useful to create data for supervised learning algo-
rithms which require large amounts of data. We
use this method for BMNER to compensate for the
lack of labelled data in the biomedical domain. As
we are using an RNN (Recurrent Neural Network)
which requires a large amount of training data, dis-
tant supervision helps in increasing the amount of
annotated records without human effort.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

1. A novel systematic tagging schema to better
capture discontinuous entities, that is signifi-
cantly better(>2%) for prediction of discon-
tinuous entities than BIOHD.

2. A distant supervision approach to biomedical
NER, that uses labelled data to generate la-
bels for unlabelled data, without the use of
external dictionaries. Our experiments show
that distant supervision methods boost the per-
formance of our model, and also outperform
state-of-the-art models.
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2 Related Work
Existing solutions for BMNER include tradi-

tional NER methods such as dictionary or rule-
based approaches, as well as supervised machine
learning methods like Markov models (Pono-
mareva et al., 2007), Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) (Ponomareva et al., 2007)(Sun et al.,
2006)(Settles, 2004) and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) (Ju et al., 2011)(Kazama et al., 2002).
Lately, deep learning approaches using large un-
structured data, such as Bi-LSTM with CRF (Li
et al., 2018) and BERT (Symeonidou et al.,
2019)(Yu et al., 2019) models have been used
to obtain state-of-the-art results on BMNER. To
deal with scarcity of token-level annotated data
required in deep-learning models, some weak-
supervision and distant-supervision solutions have
been proposed. For the task of BMNER, Mathew
et al. (Mathew et al., 2019) introduced a weakly-
supervised data augmentation approach for iden-
tification of proteins in BioCreative Challenge VI
Track 1 dataset(Arighi et al., 2018), using a ref-
erence set of entity names from knowledge bases
like UniProt (Consortium, 2018) to identify entity
mentions on unlabelled data. In 2016, Lee et al.
proposed a bagging-based approach using active
learning with distant supervision, that uses a semi-
automatically constructed dictionary of named en-
tities from Wikipedia (Lee et al., 2016) (Song and
Kim, 2015). To the best of our knowledge, no prior
work has been done to study the effects of distant
supervision on complex entities for NER.

To deal with annotation of complex entities,
many methods have been proposed. Annotation
schemes like BIOHD (Tang et al., 2013) and
BIOHD1234 (Tang et al., 2015) were proposed
with four and ten additional tags, respectively, to
the commonly used BIO schema. These schemes
gave near state-of-the-art results with simple ma-
chine learning models. Methods such as repre-
senting sentences as hypergraphs (Lu and Roth,
2015) (Muis and Lu, 2016), transition-based mod-
els that uses specialized actions and attention mech-
anisms (Dai et al., 2020), and representing NER
task as a structured multi-label classification prob-
lem (McDonald et al., 2005) have also been ex-
plored. Additionally, a two-stage approach that
first detects all continuous parts, then combines
them to form discontiguous entities using a classi-
fier (Wang and Lu, 2019) has also been proposed.

3 Annotation Schema
We introduce a new annotation schema called

BIODT, which consists of 11 tags: the traditional
BIO tags, and 8 additional tags as described below.

1. DB, DI are shared heads of the first term in a
discontinuous entity

2. DHB, DHI are shared non-head tags of the
subsequent terms in a discontinuous entity

3. TB, TI are non-shared heads of the first term
in a discontinuous entity

4. THB, THI are non-shared non-head tags of
the subsequent terms in a discontinuous entity

Preference is given to combine shared head tags
with shared non-head tags and, similarly, for non-
shared tags. For example, in sentence 1 (Figure
1), “aortic root”, “descending root” and “dilated”
are tagged with shared tags. Similarly, in Sentence
2, “mitral”, “leaflet” and “thickened” are tagged
with non-shared tags. There are a few cases where
shared and non-shared tags can co-occur in a sen-
tence. In Sentence 3 (Figure 1), “ABD” is a shared
head tag. If tagged according to BIOHD schema,
“tenderness” and “RUQ” would be shared non-head
tags, resulting in two entities, “ABD...tenderness”
and “ABD...RUQ”, which are wrong. In our
schema, we tag “tenderness” and “RUQ” with non-
shared non-head tags(TH{B,I}), which are com-
bined with the shared head tag(D{B,I}) to form
“ABD...tenderness...RUQ”. Hence, our schema cap-
tures entities that were not captured by the BIOHD
schema.

Extracting entities from BIODT tagged sen-
tence:
Discontinuous entities can be obtained from a
BIODT tagged sentence using the following simple
rules :

• For shared tags :
1. Each shared non-head tag (DH{B,I}) is

joined to each shared head tag (D{B,I})
in the sentence.

2. If no shared head tag is present, all
shared non-head tags in the sentence are
combined to form one joined entity.

• For non-shared tags :
1. All non-shared non-head tags (TH{B,I})

are joined together.
2. If any non-shared head tag (T{B,I}) is

present, then the entity obtained from (1)
is joined to each non-shared head tag in
the sentence.
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3. If no non-shared head tag is present and
any shared head tag (D{B,I}) is present,
then the entity obtained from (1) is joined
to each shared head tag in the sentence.

4. If no head tags(shared/non-shared) are
present in the sentence, return entity ob-
tained from (1).

Figure 1: BIODT Schema Examples

4 Approach and Architecture
We use a BiLSTM-CRF network to assign labels

for NER, as presented in Figure 2. BiLSTM-CRF
is an RNN (Recurrent Neural Network), and is
formed by the combination of a BiLSTM (Bidi-
rectional Long-Short Memory) and a CRF (Con-
ditional Network Field). For each sentence, the
BiLSTM forms a vector representation for each
word, preserving backward and forward context.
This vector representation is then used as the input
to the CRF, which predicts labels for the words of
the sentence.

The labels at the CRF output layer are decoded
using the Viterbi algorithm.

4.1 Features and Embeddings
We have used a combination of GloVe word

embeddings(Pennington et al., 2014), character
embeddings and BERT (Bio+Discharge Summary
BERT) embeddings (Alsentzer et al., 2019). Addi-
tionally, we have also experimented with part-of-
speech(POS) embeddings, case(lower/upper) em-
beddings, and suffix/prefix embeddings.

4.2 Distant Supervision
We use unlabelled data to generate a larger train-

ing set using distant supervision. We trained our
baseline model on manually annotated data, then
used the model to predict labels on additional unla-
belled data to expand our training set.

Figure 2: Model Architecture

Our method is 1. train M on D1-train, 2. predict
labels on unlabelled dataset D2 and augment this
newly labelled dataset to D1-train, 3. train M on
D1-train and newly labelled D2, 4. finally, we test
M on D1-test.

Here, D1-train and D1-test are train and test
partitions of the labelled dataset respectively, D2 is
an unlabelled dataset of similar domain, and M is
our model.

5 Datasets
We experiment on two datasets from the biomed-

ical domain: ShARe 2013 (Forner et al., 2013)
and ShARe 2014 (Cappellato et al., 2014). The
datasets contain clinical free-text notes, which in-
clude discharge summaries, echo-reports, and ra-
diology reports. An annotated named entity can
contain any number of continuous spans, and it
maps to a concept in the disorder semantic group
of SNOMED-CT (Cornet and de Keizer, 2008).

Since a significant fraction(almost 10%) of the
mentions in these datasets are discontinuous(from
Table 1), an improvement in discontinuous entity
recognition will show noticeable improvement in
overall entity recognition.

ShARe 2013 ShARe 2014

#Records 298 433
#Sentences 18.7k 34.6k

#Total Mentions 11,161 19,131
#Disc. Mentions 1,090 1,710

% Disc. Mentions 9.7 8.9

Table 1: Dataset statistics for ShARe 2013 and ShARe
2014
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6 Results and Analysis
For evaluation, we have used scripts provided in

ShARe tasks to calculate F-score (F) to evaluate
the efficiency of the models in our experimentation.

Our baseline model is a BiLSTM-CRF that uses
the features and embeddings mentioned in 4.1, as
proposed by Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2019).

We faced a replication crisis while attempting to
reproduce the results presented in (Tang et al.,
2015) using the proposed BIOHD1234 schema.
Hence, we were unable to compare the perfor-
mance of our schema with that of BIOHD1234.

6.1 Model Evaluation
As can be seen from Table 2, our model outper-

forms the baseline in both annotation schemes by a
small margin. It also gives a better result than the
state-of-the-art by 1.6% and 1.1% for both datasets,
using BIODT and BIOHD schemes, respectively.
Evaluating for discontinuous entities, we find that
our model performance is similar to that of the
baseline task, with the BIOHD schema slightly un-
derperforming for the ShARe 2013 corpus.

Model Scheme ShARe 13 ShARe 14
SSVM

BIOHD 75.0 –
(Tang et al., 2013)
SSVM

BIOHD1234 78.3 –
(Tang et al., 2015)
Transition-based model

HGB 77.7 79.6
(Dai et al., 2020)
Baseline BIOHD 78.4 79.7
Distant Supervision BIOHD 78.9 80.7
Baseline BIODT 79.0 80.4
Distant Supervision BIODT 79.9 80.5

Table 2: F1-Scores of other models compared to our
model; HGB stands for Hypergraph Based

Dataset Model BIOHD BIODT

ShARe 2013
(Tang et al., 2015) 48.7 -
Baseline 46.1 51.6
D. Supervision 45.6 52.8

ShARe 2014
Baseline 40.5 44.2
D. Supervision 41.9 44.5

Table 3: F1-Scores with BIOHD and BIODT for dis-
continuous entities

6.2 Evaluation of Annotation Schema
On entire datasets, BIODT performs simi-

lar(within 1%) to BIOHD for all models. The only
case where it is not an improvement over BIOHD
is when we use our model on ShARe 2014 dataset,
where it has a 0.2% less score. As is clear from

Table 3, BIODT schema gives a significantly bet-
ter performance over BIOHD for discontinuous
entities(>3%), for all cases.

6.3 Analysis
From Table 2 and Table 3, it can be inferred

that while BIODT does not help much for NER in
entire datasets, it brings a noticeable improvement
compared to BIOHD for discontinuous entities. We
believe that for datasets with a higher fraction of
discontinuous entities, BIODT will perform better
than it has for these experiments.

From Table 2 and Table 3, it is also clear that
when used with BIODT schema, distant supervi-
sion enhances performance, both for entire datasets
and for discontinuous entities.

Limitations of BIODT
Due to the decoding rules of BIODT, some false
positives occur even on correctly predicted labels:
DB1 DI1 O O DB2 DI2 O O O
DHB1 DHI1 O O O DHB2 DHI2

Here, the original entities are :
(DB1 DI1 DHB1 DHI1) , (DB2 DI2 DHB2 DHI2)

Now, according to decoding rules, each shared non-
head term will combine to each shared head term,
hence the entities obtained will be :

1. DB1 DI1 DHB1 DHI1
2. DB1 DI1 DHB2 DHI2
3. DB2 DI2 DHB1 DHI1
4. DB2 DI2 DHB2 DHI2

Among these entities, (1) and (4) are correctly de-
coded, (2) and (3) are not. Even if our model pre-
dicts these labels correctly, they will be decoded
as false positives. We do not believe that this leads
to worse performance of BIODT as compared to
BIOHD, as BIOHD faces a similar problem.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a novel annotation

schema to identify named entities in biomedical
data. We have also shown that for the same model,
our annotation scheme gives better performance
than other BIO-based complex annotation schemes
for discontinuous entities. We also explore the dis-
tant supervision paradigm to increase our training
set for BioNER. Using this, we have achieved state-
of-the-art results.
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